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I realize you may not do this as often as I do, but I read each week’s scripture passages in 

at least two different versions or translations of the Bible. You’ve probably noticed that I 

tend to use the New Revised Standard Version and The Message for most of our worship 

services. And you might have even wondered why two of our scripture readings today 

came from the New Revised Standard Version, yet the other one was from The Message. 

Wonder no more! Sometimes my choice is influenced by traditional (and familiar to me) 

phrases in the New Revised Standard Version; and sometimes I like the fresh turn of 

phrase, or clearer phrasing found in The Message. This week we have a mix of both.  

 

I went with the more traditional phrasing of the covenant passage from Genesis 17 where 

God gives both Abram and Sarai new names and promises that they will be the ancestors 

of nations. It doesn’t matter that Abram is 99 years old, and Sarai has never born a child – 

God is going to fulfill this covenant. And God calls on Abram and Sarai to commit them-

selves to fulfilling this covenant: Abraham with circumcision; Sarah with pregnancy. 

Their bodies would need to literally bear their commitment to this covenant with God. 

 

In our reading from the Gospel of Mark Jesus also asks for a physical commitment from 

his followers: to deny themselves and take up their cross. “For those who want to save 

their life will lose it, and those who lose their life for my sake, and for the sake of the 

gospel, will save it.” (Mark 8:35 NRSV) Of course Jesus is not asking his followers to do more 

than he is going to do. He anticipates undergoing great suffering; rejection by the elders, 

chief priests, and scribes; to be killed; and to rise again three days later. However, this is 

not what anyone expected the Messiah to do – and why Peter rudely pulled Jesus aside 

and told him to stop talking like this. We need to remember that Peter, and basically 

every other Jewish person, expected God’s Messiah to victoriously come and rule as a 

great and mighty King over God’s people. So where does Jesus get off saying that 

suffering and death are part of God’s plan for the Messiah?! . . . It was actually quite a 

shock for Peter and the rest of the crowd to hear that Jesus believed that God’s plan for 

the Messiah involved the cross – which was nothing but suffering and death – and that 

anyone who wanted to follow God’s Messiah would have to pick up their own cross. That 

their bodies would have to literally bear their commitment to following Jesus. . . . And if 

they couldn’t do that, what would it profit them? 

 

Jesus really asked for an “all in” commitment, didn’t he? But that can look and be very 

different for each follower of Jesus. What one person has to set aside, or deny 

themselves, in order to take up their cross and follow Jesus is not necessarily the same 

thing as what someone else will need to do. And what might seem like a HUGE sacrifice 



to one person, might seem minor or hardly a sacrifice to someone else. Why is that? 

Because we’re all tempted by different things that we’d RATHER hold onto and spend 

our time with, INSTEAD of taking up a cross and following Jesus. Each of us wants to 

opt for what makes us feel comfortable, successful, and desirably well off in the eyes of 

the world and in our own eyes. We rarely choose to deny ourselves what we want; nor do 

we seek to be uncomfortable; and we wouldn’t deliberately choose to suffer and die. 

That’s just not what we are inclined to do. So I was particularly struck by a phrase that 

was used in The Message: “they were willing to live in the risky faith-embrace” – 

because denying ourselves and taking up our cross and following Jesus, sure seems like 

living into a “risky faith-embrace” when we are really very risk adverse. 

 

So how do we take the risk of embracing faith? How do we learn to be more like our 

“faith father” Abraham and our “faith mother” Sarah? How do we dare to trust God to do 

what only God can do: raise the dead to life, and with a word make something out of 

nothing?! . . . On the surface, that just seems like crazy talk! But faith isn’t just “on the 

surface” – and it isn’t just “talk” – faith is how we choose to commit ourselves to live in 

our bodies. It is about what we will, and what we won’t do. 

 

You may have wondered what this collection of crosses is all about. Think of it as a 

symbolic display of the diversity of decisions people have made to deny themselves and 

take up their cross. The decisions range from no longer comfortably “blending into the 

crowd” – but to instead move forward alone to speak up prophetically, to take a stand for 

justice. . . . Or the decision to turn away from celebrity, or prominent family standing and 

expectations – to instead live in humble, anonymous service to others. . . . Or at any age 

to be willing to leave home, and all that is familiar, behind us – to follow where God 

leads – just as Abram and Sarai did, just as Jesus’ first disciples did. . . . Everyone makes 

a decision that requires a risk, a change, a relinquishment, so that our hearts, our minds, 

our souls, and our bodies are able to fully embrace a life of faithful discipleship. 

 

And what if we’re not willing to make that change? What if we don’t want to risk going 

“all in” on embracing faith? Jesus has already told us: 

“For what will it profit them to gain the whole world and forfeit their life? 

Indeed, what can they give in return for their life? Those who are ashamed 

of me and of my words in this adulterous and sinful generation, of them the 

Son of Man will also be ashamed when he comes in the glory of his Father 

with the holy angels.”        (Mark 8:36-38 NRSV) 

The only profit comes in committing our whole selves to that “risky faith-embrace” of 

believing in God, following Jesus, and letting the Holy Spirit fill us to overflowing. 

Amen. 


